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The order follows the periodic law, which 
you probably know but it won’t do any harm 
to repeat it. Here we go: Chemical elements 
are arranged according to their increasing 
proton (also called atomic) number. Since 
properties4 of the elements recur5 – they 
are periodic, instead of having a long row 
of them, the elements with similar chemical 
characteristics are put in columns. Say hello 
to the table! 

This table is colourful
The periodic table is divided into seven 
rows6 and 18 columns. Chemical elements 
can basically be divided into two major 
groups – metals and non-metals (grey). 
Most of the elements are metals, ranging 
from alkali7 metals (yellow) and alkali 
earth metals (orange) to just metals (blue). 
The typical metal characteristics are, 
for example, good heat and electrical 
conductors8. Non-metals are, in most 
cases, gas elements – to which also belong 
halogens (red) and noble gases9 (violet). 
You can find them on the right side of the 
table, except for hydrogen, which is in 
the upper left corner. Though there are 
much fewer non-metals than metals they 
make up most of the crust, atmosphere 
and oceans of the earth. Then there are the 
so-called semimetals10 (green) – these have 
properties of both metals and non-metals. 

They are used especially in the electronics 
industry mainly in the production of 
semiconductors11. 

There are two rows of elements that are 
usually put below the table, even though they 
belong in the middle of it. One row, called 
the lanthanides (brown), contains metals 
that are used in the glass industry and in the 
production of lasers, for example; the other 
row is the actinides (dark blue), which are 
radioactive metals. 
Vít Svoboda (cR) 

Don’t eat your 
Dinner here 
taking a closer look at the periodic table

For written communication, using 
letters is a must. Similarly, chemists 
can’t work without chemical elements. 
and just as the letters have a set 
position in the alphabet, elements 
are arranged in the periodic table. 
The main difference, however, is that 
there is a reason for the order in which 
elements appear; it is not arbitrary. 

ta s k
Look at the following list of elements you 
may be quite familiar with and try to match 
their English equivalents with their chemical 
symbols and Czech translations. As you will 
see some of them are easy to guess.

1 silver A) ca a) zinek
2 copper B) O b) olovo
3 calcium c) Zn c) radon
4 sodium D) s d) stříbro
5 iron e) Rn e) kyslík
6 zinc F) Ag f) síra
7 lead G) cu g) železo
8 sulphur H) Fe h) vápník
9 radon i) Pb i) sodík

10 oxygen J) na j) měď

The periodic table is international in that the elements’ abbreviations are in Latin. 
The state12 of the elements is expressed in different colour letters; dark blue for 
liquids, yellow for gases. The rest are the solids (in black). Groups of elements are 
distinguished by different colours. Also, the proton number is given. 

3 arbitrary – náhodný
4 property ["prQp@ti] – vlastnost
5 to recur [rI"k3;] – opakovat se
6 row [r@U] – řada

7 alkali ["&lk@laI] – zásaditý
8 heat and electrical conductors 

 [k@n"dVkt@z] – tepelnými 
a elektrickými vodiči

9 noble gases ["n@Ub(@)l] – vzácné plyny
10 semimetal – polokov
11 semiconductor – polovodič
12 state – skupenství

V o c a b u l a r y
1 is a must – je nutnost
2 have a set position – mají pevně dané 

umístění

Solution: 1Fd, 2Gj, 3Ah, 4Ji, 5Hg, 6Ca, 7Ib, 8Df, 9Ec, 
10Be


